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Fundamental ideas of the author&apos;s theory are: intra-nuclear gravity; intra-nuclear fusion
(neutrons&apos; redoing into other particles); the presence of negative nuclear field&apos; mass
component (equivalent to nuclear field&apos; energy); the insolvency of the nuclear forces&apos;
hypothesis; the intra-nuclear fusion reactions&apos; linking with nuclear radioactivity. Nuclear
reactions are marked only by the change of nuclear field&apos; mass component, whereas nuclear
matter&apos; mass remains unchanged. The author&apos;s helion-hydrogen model has no the
main defect of existing models - the uncertainty about relation between nucleus structure and
properties. Nuclei consist of protons and electrons grouping into nuclear particles, which are (for
stable nuclei) mainly the helions and tritons (as in Pauling&apos;s model). The author&apos;s new
results are: base equations of nucleus structure; development of structure-mass analysis method
for definition the most stable nucleus structure; new isotopes theory explaining isomerism, stability
of magic nuclei and heavy nuclei&apos; ability to the decaying; new theory of neutron and deuteron
constructions. The book has intend for readers interesting in new ideas of nuclear physics. | Format:
Paperback | Language/Sprache: rus | 104 pp.
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This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of
confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Jackeline Rippin-- Jackeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e book. You wont really
feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.
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